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Peter Chiaramonte, Ph.

ase Teaching

Associate Professor of Communication

ucational consultant George
Leonard has referred to the
exclusivity of the lecture systern as "the best way to get information from the teacher's notebook to the student's notebook
without touching the student's
mind." He reminds us that what
passes for routine "classroom control" isn't just dull or boring, it's
downright tragic.
The most successful classroom teachers spend a good deal of
their time planning their course objectives according to what students
can do as a result of each session.
Beyond planning the objectives and
content, the best deliberately weave
in a variety of learning methodssome lectures, case discussions,
special guests, student role plays
and presentations. There's no mystery about it. A healthy mix of
teaching methods facilitates the relationships between teachers and
students, students and students, and
teachers and teachers.

Is
A case study is a record of
an issue actually faced by a decision-maker, along with the surrounding facts, prejudices and opinions upon which the decision must
be made.
most cases serve
as vehicles to
critical
also serve to
research results
situations, to
,,,,..,,.,,,, in the use of concepcases are most
m

e Ecs sy

ute to the analysis and solutions of
relevant issues they will face beyond the gates of the academy.
Furthermore, they allow students
and professors alike to
"put it all together"
by integrating disciReaching Gets New Look
plines and approaches
For years Reaching Through Teaching has
in a variety of ways that
been a primary source of communication about
clarify theirunderstandteaching among faculty.
ing of the subject, and
But as we grow, the need for more informato teach them how to
tion grows as well. To accommodate more inforoperationalize theory
mation, we have redesigned Reaching Through
with practice.
Teaching. You will notice shorter articles, more
Learning from
lists and numerous abstracts of teaching reone's
peers is another
search being conducted by our faculty.
important
development
I hope this format helps expand the sharing
skill
for
students.
The
that takes place among faculty about teaching
student
analyst
learns
and learning. Your suggestions and advice for
that others have percepfuture issues-as well as articles-will be greatly
tions and insights he or
appreciated.
she may have initially
overlooked in his or her
own personal examination. Bemusic history class, for instance,
cause so much of our contemporary
the case of a symphony conductor
workplace revolves around teamwho has to introduce a Wagner enit is well to develop positive
work,
core to an audience in Tel Aviv
attitudes about the contributions
shortly after the Second World War
others can make to our underpresents a unique decision-making
standing.
situation that expands classical
music beyond the keyboard into its
Managing The Process
social relevance. In each subject
area, case studies can be used to
If conflict is the essence
simulate or describe real situations,
drama, then case discussion
and to allow students to practice
will be interesting only if it has
some of the skills required of prosome drama. Therefore, profesfessionals in that field.
sors should encourage different
points of view from the participants and withdraw from the debate unless it is not building or is
somehow
off course.
andactuai
room and allow students to contribschools such as business, law, medicine and education, they play a role
in the practical application aspects
of all academic disciplines. In a
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Cases

Teaching with cases is not
a perfect teaching method. Never-
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1. Is it a true case? A true case is a
record of an actual decision that has
been faced. Hypothetical cases are
rarely as effective.

information for students to identify with
the situation and to empathize with the
central characters.

2. Is there a decision-making dilemma? Easy or obvious decisions
make for lousy cases. The best are
those that require rigorous evaluation to determine their effectiveness.

It helps if specific names, dates, times

5. Is it written clearly and coherently?
and amounts are used. And it should be
written in plain English. Optimum
length is 12 pages.

3. Does the case tell a good story?
Like all good stories, good cases must
have an interesting plot. There must
be drama, suspense and an issue worth
investigating.

6. Arc there descriptive sub-titles?
Outlining by sub-titles gives students
an idea of the flow of the case, and it
sets a framework within which data
can be assessed. Analysis and interpretation will be more orderly.

4. Are there sufficient details? The
case should provide enough relevant

7. Docs it teach the skills you want?
The best cases teach students deci-

Perspective on
Old Course:
Government in a Global Perspective
Helen S.

Ph.

Professor of Political Science - - - - - - - - -

does not come easily
to academe, and especially
not to a "bread-and-butter"
course like American Government.
At
more than 3,300 students
enroll in American Government (PS
201) each year because the state
requires all University System stu-
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if it is
its disadvantages (it only simulates reality)
are far outweighed by its advantages (it challenges and develops
active student participation and appropriate creative and critical
thought processes). Cases expose
students to a variety of "real world"
situations and help to develop expertise and wisdom in an environment of risk. They help students
see problems, issues and principles central to their professional
role. For the professor, cases can
be used to synthesize knowledge
and events occurring in more than
one real situation. Above all, cases
demonstrate the responsibility of
students as sources as well as receivers of knowledge.

discussion because of
s added authority.
The last 10 minutes of any
class might well be taken up with
students' reflections on what they
have learned from the case. The
professor should list those points,
and then tell them anything that
remains to be learned as part-of the
session objectives. Professors remind the students how these learning points are important in practice, and explain the reasons. They
also indicate what areas in the
discussion might have been developed further.

Knowing when and how long to
step back from a discussion is
more of an art than a science.
Backward chaining is another technique used by case teachers. Inexperienced students may be
prone to over-analyze and underrecommend. Asking for a thumbnail sketch of the proposed action
and then backing into the analysis that led you there emphasizes
dealing with the most
information first.
Excellent case teachers
have a clear idea of what they hope
to accomplish in each session , but
they avoid interjecting their own
viewpoints until the end of the case.
Premature interjection tends to sour

dents
inAmerican government.
To meet the
reof this course,
of
our political science professors as a
mle teaches one or more sections
each
The importance of
this teaching responsibility is evi-
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sion-making processes that can be
applied to other cases and other subjects.
8. Are assignment questions suggested by the case? The instructor
should be able to identify key questions generated by the facts of the
case.
9. How well does the case "age?"
The relevance of a case may change
with time. Even the best case may
need polishing if it contains worn and
outdated language.
l 0. Does the case suggest additional
courses or uses? Potential uses of the
case might identify other courses or
topic areas for discussion.

denced by the fact that candidates
for positions in political science
must demonstrate the ability to
teach PS 201.
Not all political scientists,
however, have the same academic
training. As with most disciplines,
political scientists specialize in
graduate school. Some focus on
traditional areas of government such
as the legislative, judicial or executive branches. Others go into public
policy or administration. Still others concentrate on comparative politics or international affairs.
As a result, American government courses at some colleges

I

I

and universities are not
courses, but reflect the
interests of the faculty who teach them.

Part I:

of a coherence in this course while
the freedom to ernareas.
Each year. the
would select
for PS 20 I for the

Forms and Functions of Government
I
The Modem State
Constitutional Government
II
Federalism
m

Part U: The Political Process
IV

v
VI
VII

In 199 l. another "horn''
added to the PS 20 l dilemma.
KSC' s "'new core" called for a
context for all core courses.
That meant that a new theoretical,
and contextual framethe "old" course had to
The traditional framework
for the American government course
has been either an institutional or
or some combinat wo. Most current texts
passing reference to the
context and no texts place
American
in a broader.
some political
scientists have suggested students
take a second course in comparative
for

relations.
a
my feet and
head arc in both camps-comparative and American
)
the outline was
the font
m
but classroom
use
demonstrated
the need for students to have the
outline as
Now, all students
arc
dents'
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VIII
IX

Political Culture
Public
Political Communication
and
Political Parties
Interest

Part III: The Institutional Process

x

XI
XII

Process
The Executive Process
The Judicial Process

XII

Human

Part [V: Human

government is to create a new theoretical framework that examines
from both a micro and
Such a framefound in the Annotarcd
It
information
from three traditional courses in
science: Introduction to
Political Science. American Govcrnment, and
Governmcnt. From the intro course arc
taken '"the
universal to
processes in all human
societies and an
of
the nature and
of the
variations in
processes
among different nations."
That
the macro perspcct i vc. From the other two courses

crnmcnt

process.
Suchan
ens PS 20 l because a student is
with basic concepts of

and Government

Today, the Annotated Outline. published through HarcourtBrace Custom Publishing. serves as
a unifying text for American government courses at KSC. for both
large lecture courses (I 00+) as well
as smaller seminar classes. Professors supplement the Outline with
any additional texts
desire.

looking
Perhaps because I
American government in the tradiI
tional way for such a long
find the new approach very exciting. Presenting our
a broadened global
seems to result in students gaining
more clarity and a dccper\mde1~
standing. But the Outfinc is still
evolving. As we gain experience
with the course, changes will
occur.
the Outline. however. allows us to take a very positive step toward changing a '"breadand-butter" course to reflect the new
imperatives of the discipline. the
college and the
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Puff the
Bird. An

I

B. Malc ... PceWee Herman

B. Non-mammals
l. Birds
a. White-Feathered .. .Dcmald Duck
2. Reptiles ... Puff the Magic Dragon

to use dichotois a
skill in natuMore useful perhaps, is
to develop a dichototo a group of known
This requires that the
be categorized by similarities and differences. Observational and organizational skills are
honed and such an activity serves
jump-off point for a disof classification systems
and their highly subjective nature.
Biology l 04 and 200
course), I have dean exercise in which students write a dichotomous key to
l 0 well-known characters. Students are
a list of 60
sons." I
a different set
of 10 for each student, and their
homework or extra credit assignment is to develop a dichotomous
or outline.
After ''''""r'<>r1no

b.

... Big Bird

and Connie
Use of initial
letter of the last name is r~··~,,,~a..,
with
with
the students construct a
to all of
the members of the class and
to compare outlines and classification criteria.

exercise.

I

Warm-blooded

A.
and droopy ... Goofy
Ears round and erect
l) Ears large, about half the diameter of
Mouse
2) Ears smaller, less than half the diameter of the
i) Male ... PeeWee Herman ii) Female ... Madonna

2.
Doo

B. Not
1.

feather
character .. .Dona!d Duck

2. Children's Television
Workshop

it
have
been more
to use the
"Mammal/Non-mammal" diat the first
Some
use
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the

"serious" group

I
'

Bird

mouse,
exto discuss the difWe
and n~•m""'
ferences between

built:

Dana

It
,._,,..,,..,,,..,,. in outline construcmany times have
received student outlines
an
"A" category but no matching "B ?"
students find it
simple

biped/
hic/hetStu-

Assistant Professor of

Ac1cm:mtiin!l'

The results indicate that the
method
promotes recall of both simple and complex
accounting material. In addition,
high and low-ability accounting students benefitted from the use
of the active method. For
Students, a factor a~'>VL•l<l.t.COU
with
effectiveness of the
method was the students'
to
generate reasonable explanations of
the material presented. (For comcopy of this research, contact

Research has shown that
often

m

and logic unand ~~--~.,.~,.
by the instructor.

Assistant Professor of .:ic1cuu.u<>1 and Middle School Education
Assistant Professor of Education

As is true in most

assessment
direct
such tool is the student
We conducted a
tive evaluation of
ment among 123
students who had to ~re·~'"""

evaluation

Students' school
limited their vision of class
assessment to traditional

the use of portfolios
seemed to create grade anxiety
for some;
Students felt the time necessary to create a portfolio was
but many said they into use their

While there are numerous obstacles to overcome in
authentic assessment
m
assessment more

5
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in
you
what is
available. Although some of these publications may be familiar to
you, we
that even veteran teachers will find new
The hope is that these periodicals/journals will
in your efforts to
become more effective college teachers.
Note: If you or your t11>;ru11•tmr1>
not
in our
so

Periodicals for
(Abridged
=In KSC Periodical
= Available through

Accounting
Education
of Accounting
Education

6
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cation

Computer
Computer
ti on

The Journal
Education
Social

*

*

*
Journal of

Journal of Nursing
Education

*

Sociology of Education
Sociology

M etaphilosophy

*
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Richard F.

Ph.

Associate Professor of Communication/Interim Director of CETL - - - - - - - - - -

the cable sta-

or
affairs channels carried
most cable
terns in the Atlanta area.
it was a House rollmy eye ...
live call-in program
nalist. .. or a rebroadcast of a tal
a National Press Club
What er it was. 1· e
in mid-watch. how some
of that stuff would be ideal mate-

rial
recent
conference in
D.C..
together facul
from
around the
who use or
to use C-SPAN as instructional supThcirconscnsus was that these
channels were an often
gold mine of quality material.
C-SPAN I and 2 arc
among the
program
ings on cable because
arc copyfree. Thus. educators may use
all the material broadcast on C
SPAN without fearof

have
that must be reviewed.
In this case. a call to Bruce
C-SPAN's
determine

tives.
added n
1986 to cablecast sessions of the
Senate.
however. such
coverage accounts for on
of total air time: the
1
devoted to a wide assortment of
regular and
programs.

In
of the

8

as well as
numerous national and regional consuch as the recent UCLA
on the Information Su-

biggest complaint
C-SPAN has been the diffi-

lead time for what
he covered.
. C-SPAN has at-

to locate
or events.
of these broadcasts can he ordered
low cost (
per hour of broadcast.
although custom
of many
short clips will cost
Based on
requests.
Purdue has also
a number
of
that
clusters
of
material. For
it
offers a
of 1992 television comthe Bush. Clinton
These arc
also for sale
a
distributed
Purdue.
C-SPAN is
eager for
to use its material that it
has formed C-SPAN in the Class-

and future events.
This same information is available
on America
a commercial
network. and on Internet

what's
now may he
gems from the
not. Since October l
U iversi
has been
every minute ofC-SPAN
broadcasts.
an Internet
subscribers nclwork (minirnurn
is $ l 00 to
a pass-

If you arc interested in
rev
C-SPAN in the Classroom material,
contact
CETL. If you have C-S
tapes----eithcr pcrsonnall
corded or purchased
Purdue-and are
let us knovv
word. And

classroom) may
not
the time to
all the tools available. And even if
Richard F.

whenever and wherever you may
it. If
read an article in one
that

Ph.D.

Associate Professor of
Communication/Interim Director
of CETL

tions are welcome.
Over the next several
I
to
with many
you about CETL.
I can count on your honest
of the programs we have
and
for
the
we can continue the "Excellence
and
that is at the heart

Laura Dabundo
Associate Professor of

Curriculum Coordinator

I am not a mathematician.
I have not darkened the

not
fact to you out
but rather to
an apparent
certainly bring
in
or the next cenhas not already, because
the state to
the
revolution has brought our
and our
That is to declare,
that I have only a bare, rude
the outlines
is
it is a science or art of
which describes sirni-

minds.
that those
and
limitations between disciplines
would dissolve
that students
the learning that
connections in
thinking

deal with it. We model
m
other
as we conduct and
our students
the task of intecan
as I
it,
to translate a mathematical con-

·~!>.rvrr•P'>'"''
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Board meetings, developed
L.S.
place students on
whose responsibilities inreview and obserThe
board is
for presenting a manage-

(Presented at
Assistant Professor of Decision Science
or many
represents an uneasy excursion into unknown a~~"~·~·
introductory statistics are
considerable amounts
students'
are compounded by a fast pace. For many
topic areas, repetitive
raise students'
(and, at the same
level). In this regard, I
instructional

MS-DOS environment.
The program VARI ABLE
of the

sents the student with a
asks the student to

would like a copy of these
programs, send a high-density
3 112
to me
campus mail. Reactions to and
suggestions
the programs are

and a
The program ESTMEAN

10

describes what is meant by interval
estimation of a population mean,
a table associating particular situations (involving features of
the population and sample) with particular interval estimation formulas, and incorporates 20 practice
problems. Each practice problem
presents the student with a scenario,
asks the student to identify which
of I 0 situations is reflected in what
and-in the event of an
incorrect choice-explains why a
particular situation is reflected in
that scenario.
Each of the programs can
serve as a substitute lecture for
who missed the lecture
or as a homework
("interact" with the
program for 20
Collect he programs suggest an
for incorporating instruction and/or homework exercises into

ment memo generated from a probiem statement
by the instructor. This memo includes an
....,11.1u11vu to
problem, analysis leading to several viable solutions and a rar·~~n~•=~rf
The
evaluates
out any computational errors int he presentation. The observer board
the
process.
Although students were
in favor of the board meeting
concept, some found it taxing
and too ambiguous. They did
note that the concept "stretched"
their capabilities-one goal of
instruction. In addition, students
demonstrated improved analytical and communication skills
through the use of board meetings.

Guest Editorial
(continued from page 9)
are analyzing and processing it.
What we would create, therefore,
is some idea of the history of
the science of the arts,
the
of the sciences, the
philosophy of society, the economics of living, the
of
the
the discipline
the music of the spheres, the
material for life.
Thus, our goal for the
education of our students, it seems
to me, must always move toward
synthesis and away from the limitations and narrowness of analyand I believe that is when our
pedagogy is at its best because
that is when I think we are most
able to furnish students with what
I think they need, not now parbut later on in confrontdealing with opencontradictory, unfinished
life itself.
sense
is
we have
not succeeded if our students leave

us with tidy
labeled
history, biology, psychology,
French, and music, say, little packages, never to be unwrapped, never
to be investigated. I would much
rather
students leave class with
loose
with spillage and overlap, with questions and uncertainties but also with
tools and the
confidence to deal with them, the
confidence, in short, to provoke
and inquire. In a
made radiant transcendent, but often vexing
and recalcitrant by the promise of
cross-disciplinary discoveries such
as fractal geometry, those citizens
of our nascent world community
who will prosper and best serve as
faithful stewards of its bounty, its
resources as well as its responsibilities, are those who are aware of
and equal to the challenges of complexity, synthesis, confusion and
possibility. We must all ?ecome
fractal geometers open to mnov~
tion, knowledgeable about tradition and the past, seeking to understand, striving to make sense by
applying to what we already know
and by making whole, maki!1g COl'.nections, crossing borders mto, finally, what Hamlet, in another context called "that undiscovered
cou~try from whose bourn/No traveler returns."
We cannot retreat, but we
can only advance by building on
what we know, connecting, synthesizing and expanding. Our general
education is both the start and the
end, then, of our baccalaureate enterprise, the best and the promise of
what we seek to do and what we
seek to leave after our portion of
formal instrnction is past. In the
minds of our students stands our
academic legacy, then.
At Kennesaw, we seek to
instill the foundation for our students to lead responsible, committed lives in communities of tolerance, understanding and cooperation-virtues that must prevail against
the perils of isolation, separation
and conflict born of competitive
specialization and mistrust. If we
can accomplish this, then the general education our students receive
will reflect our humility before the
world's riches and problems and
the grace to iive together in harmony, civility and charity.

A.G. Adebayo, Ph. D.
Associate Professor of u;,,•~·~'
year, I produced four

Teresa Joyce Covin, Ph. D.
Associate Professor of Management
Chair, Management

documentaries
aspects of African culture in
which most of my students have
expressed interest, notably the
traditional religions; music, dance
and drama; art; and women, marand family.
My faculty
grant was used to convert
tapes acquired in Nigeria to a
format compatible with American tape players. I have written
the story line to accompany the
tape shot in Nigeria, and will begin editing in the spring quarter. I
have also used the tapes "as is" in
my history classes.

faculty development
has supported a study of
Atlanta-area company-based
management training programs.
specific focus of the research
is to determine how companies
evaluate the effectiveness of
programs. A 12-page survey was developed and sent to
300 randomly selected members
of the Society for Human Resources Management (SRM) and
the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD).
In addition to a number of
questions on specific training program evaluation practices, the survey contained several questions
focusing on management training
program content and process.
Of the 300 surveys
mailed, 36 were non-deliverable
and 60 were returned, for a response rate of 22.7 percent. Results from the survey are currently being analyzed and study
participants will receive a summary of the findings in March.

Melanie Angle, M.S.
Instructor of English

In the not-too-distant
past, it was advantageous for
professionals to use personal
computers to expedite the flow
of information. Today, using
and understanding one's own
computer is step one. Step two
is grasping the potentials of interconnected computers.
Networked computers
facilitate research and collegial
exchange in many ways, but with
the wealth comes the responsibility of learning the constraints and
conventions. Fonny development
grant I have been studying Novell
networking and researching the
benefits of networks for the humanities, specifically English.
My increased understanding of the constraints of networking is assisting in the decisions the English Department is
making in the Writing Center.
Additionally, I am assisting other
department members in using the
KSC network to access information worldwide. I have taken three
courses and will take two more
by the end of the summer. The
fr""''"" materials I have ordered
used by other de-

Deborah Roebuck, Ph. D.
Assistant Professor of Management

We have just finished the
preliminary analysis of the data
received from a national sample
of 1,500 management faculty
(509 completed surveys were retained for analysis) on perceptions of academic life.
We are currently completing the first of three papers t_o
submit for publication. In addition, we are in the process of completing mailing of the_ survey to
faculty in marketing, fmance and
accounting. Data will be compared
across the different disciplines to
determine: 1) relative importance
placed on teaching and research;
2) attitudes of faculty toward teac~
and research; and 3) pedagog1approaches and teaching tech.· utilized in the classroom.
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ennesaw State College will
be the site of the first-of
what is hoped will be an
annual-Georgia Conference on
Coilege and University Teaching.
Designed by Don Forrester and a
system-wide faculty development
committee, the conference will be
held April 15-16, and will consist
of four sessions with three concurrent panels in each session.
The conference was designed to "promote dialogue and
discussion about teaching in a
scholarly, inquisitive and co lie-

What Matters in Colleges?
Four Critical Years Revisited
by Alexander W. Astin, JosseyBass Publishers, 1993
This is an update on Astin's
1977 commentary on the state
of higher education. In it, he reports on 135 college environmental measures and 57 student
involvement criteria he used to
assess the college experience.

Assessment For Excellence:
The Philosophy and Practice
of Assessment and Evaluation
in Higher Education, by Alexander W. Astin, Oryx Press,
1993.
Astin reports on the increasing emphasis on assessment
triggered by local and federal
mandates for accountability.
Contains both personal observations by the author as well
as "how it do it" recommendations.

Toward an Ethic
by Mortimer R Kadish, Stanford
Press,

gial manner." Both presenters
and attendees will be invited to
participate, with selections based
on teaching leadership on their
respective campuses.
Presenters come from five
system schools and were nominated by their chief academic officers. These presenters have been
asked to make their panels as interactive as possible-no "paper
reading" is expected.
Each System school will
nominate five faculty members to
attend to keep the numbers below
150 for logistical and interactive
reasons. Members ofKSC's Leadership Kennesaw, however, have
been invited as part of their yearlong development program.
The foci of conference
panels will be teaching effectiveness, diversity in higher educa-

tion and instructional technologies. Three KSC faculty members will present during the conference. Alan Schlact, associate
professor of business law, and
1anet Adams, associate professor
of management, will revisit the
topic of ethics in teaching, which
they presented during our Fall
school opening program. Jerry
Sparks, temporary professor of
instructional technology, will give
a tour of our instructional demonstration classroom in the Education Building. He also gave this
demonstration during the fall
opening of school.
Other presenters will
cover topics as diverse as student
motivation, collaborative learning, interdisciplinary team teaching, the changing student and critical thinking.
Reaching Through Teaching will disseminate information
presented in the panels m our
Spring or Fall issues.

EACl·IING
Contributions from KSC faculty are solicited. Please submit articles to
CETL on a 5.25" or 3.5" disk in WordPerfect. Preferred length of articles is
900 words.
for the Spring,
issue is April 11
Giving guidance and vision to CETL is a Faculty Development Committee
including the following:

Jo Allen Bradham, Ph. D.
Randy Elmore, Ed. D.
Jackie Givens, B.A.
June Laval, Ph. D.
Penelope Prime, Ph. D.
Ed Rugg, Ph. D.
Alan Schlact, Ph. D.
Howard Shealy, Ph.D.
Marlene Sims, M.S.

Professor of English
Associate Professor of Education
" Coordinator of Sponsored Programs
Associate Professor of French and Spanish
Associate Professor of Economics
Vice President for Academic Affairs
@
Associate Professor of Business Law
Professor of History
Instructor of Mathematics

L:.uuuuu«:1u.

1991.

This concise work explores the
two dimensions of ethical behavior--faculty's role as instructor of
ethics and our own ethical confostered
the inherent
teacher-student

Richard F. Welch, Ph.D.
Lorraine V. Murray, Ph.D.
Moss
Burgos

Editor
Assistant Editor
Secretary
Design/Production

